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Abstract
The composition of 3D presentations is a complicated procedure partly facilitated by the introduction of VRML. VRML does not yet support 3D object storage and querying thus introducing limitations to object reusability. Presentations have to be built from scratch while the necessary information exists already from previous work. This paper presents a method to address this issue by providing the functionality for (re)composing 3D interactive presentations. The participating objects are selected through spatiotemporal criteria. The temporal element is included so as to provide a global treatment to virtual (3D space+time) objects. The objects retrieved this way, form a repository and are further transformed in order to satisfy the requirements of the composed presentation. The entire framework complies with the VRML standard[2]).

1. Introduction
The composition of 3D presentations is a complicated procedure where the developer has to specify the graphical and behavioural characteristics of the participating objects. Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML), has eased this operation by introducing a simple mechanism for the representation of interactive 3D graphics and worlds delivered across the Internet [1]. By examining the number of VRML browsers, authoring tools and worlds we can safely assume that it has been adopted as the typical way for constructing virtual presentations [4]. Nevertheless, even with the use of VRML, the following limitations still exist in the composition process:
- Restricted object reusability
The virtual worlds developer has not enough support (only the PROTO node in VRML) for reusing objects. Thus he builds new virtual presentations almost from scratch while the necessary information may already be available from previous work.
- No link to the non-graphical attributes of objects
Virtual presentations graphically represent real-life objects which have a series of non-graphical attributes. There is no connection to these parameters whose values might be decisive for the inclusion of an object into a world (e.g. “include the buildings constructed by ‘Halifax’ only”).

This paper tries to address these two problems. We present a technique for the storage, querying and manipulation of 3D objects, which increases object reusability. A permanent repository of objects is maintained and the developer selects the ones that fit to his needs. Virtual worlds are therefore composed dynamically by objects that satisfy the user’s spatiotemporal criteria. The spatial term refers to the 3D characteristics (geometry, position and visual appearance). The temporal element is introduced because it is a fundamental part of a virtual environment. The entire framework complies with the VRML standard.

![Figure 1: The route from stored objects to 3D presentations](image-url)

- **Selection**
  Querying of the database to get the objects that should be included in the repository. More than one query may be performed.

- **Scenario Formulation**
  Transformations on these objects (change spatial values, move, scale) so as to achieve better representation and interaction.

- **Mapping**
  The mapping to VRML code.
We just outlined a mechanism that goes from storing 3D Spatiotemporal objects to dynamic virtual world construction through reusing these objects. The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Next we present the structural model for storing 3D Spatiotemporal Objects in a database repository. In section 3 we propose a set of operators for the selection and manipulation of these objects. Then an example is given in order to explain the applicability of the approach. Finally we summarise related work and conclude by giving pointers to future work.

2. Specification of 3D Spatiotemporal Objects

In this section we discuss the basic concepts of modelling 3D Spatiotemporal entities within a database repository. Let us consider a primitive 3D object such as a box, sphere, cylinder or cone. Its spatial characteristics can be easily modelled with VRML. Using the VRML method, different attributes are used to describe the object’s appearance, geometry and placement. Therefore a 3D Object VObject can be defined as:

**Definition:** A VObject is a tuple:

\[ \text{VObject} \{ \text{id, geometry, appearance, placement} \} \]

where geometry models the geometry of the object, appearance its appearance and placement its positioning. The latter one is extended by Orientation, a 3D vector that points to the top side of the object, if such exists.

Here, we extend this modelling approach by incorporating temporal features. First we give the definition of the VTime concept:

**Definition:** A Timestamp VTime marks the valid time and the transaction time for a recording and also connects to the previous recording.

\[ \text{VTime: \{(valid\_time, transaction\_time), (mode, value)\}} \]

The first pair timestamps the spatial attribute’s state. Both valid time (i.e. particular state’s time) and transaction time (time of the recording) are registered. The second pair connects two successive recorded states and so the user can interpolate into the period they form and thus extract a non-explicitly recorded situation. The arguments to the interpolation procedure are mode and value which specify the way mutation has occurred (e.g. linear, acceleration, cyclic mode). The application developer can choose and use the set of modes appropriate for a specific application.

The requirement for the inclusion of trend features in the temporal semantics derives from the fact that 3D Spatiotemporal objects have continuous behavioural characteristics. Because they represent real-life objects (and not their abstraction as it is the case for the 2D domain) they simply cannot disappear. They move, rotate change shape and appearance but always maintain their existence even in more than one formation. Steel and glass for example are used to build a car and after twenty years they may be part of a scrap yard. The material exists forever even if it changes patterns (steel-car’s framework, scrap metal).

The combination of VObject and VTime leads us to the definition of VToObject, the concept describing the storable 3D spatiotemporal primitive Object:

**Definition:** A Spatiotemporal Object VToObject is a VObject whose attributes have the VTime timestamp attached on them.

\[ \text{VToObject: VObject x VTime } \leftrightarrow \text{ VToObject: \{id, (geometry, VTime) (appearance, VTime) (placement, VTime)\}} \]

Having defined the primitive spatiotemporal object, the next task is to define a grouping mechanism in order to represent real-life objects and their links to non-spatial attributes. To achieve this we first introduce the notion of Index.

**Definition:** An Index describes the relationship of a graphical object with its non-spatial attributes. More specifically it links the VToObject.id with the table (Table.Name) and the entry (Table.KeyField.id) where the non-spatial attributes of the object are described.

\[ \text{Index: \{cVToObject.id, pVToObject.id, Table.Name, Table.KeyField.id, VTime, Granularity\}} \]

The first VToObject.id points to a primitive object while the second to its parent, which also has a placement and maybe a specific appearance. (e.g. five cylinders comprise a table; a table and two chairs are inside a room etc. This part-of relationship can change (somebody moved the chair outside the room) and hence is considered to be temporal. TableName and TableKeyField specify the real-life object that the VToObject graphically describes. An example of Index table is given in the example section.

Figure 2 demonstrates the use of Index. It serves as a bridge between the spatial and the non-spatial part of an application. It contains references to the spatial and the non-spatial attributes of the same object.
3. Operations on 3D Spatiotemporal Objects

3.1 Query Operations

Storing objects in the Spatiotemporal repository is meaningless unless we also provide a method for extracting the appropriate information. It consists of a set of temporal, conventional spatial (i.e. ones derived from the 3D domain and defined again here), 3D specialised spatial (that use specific 3D features) and spatiotemporal operators briefly analysed in this section.

The selection of objects is mainly done according to spatiotemporal criteria. However, common attribute (i.e. non-spatial) parameters may also come into play. A query example mixing spatiotemporal and attribute criteria is “Give the thick books printed by McGraw Hill during 1998”. “Thick” refers to geometry while “McGraw Hill” is attribute information. The most preferable implementation technique that unifies spatial and non-spatial querying is an extension to SQL (e.g. implemented using Oracle PL/SQL). This way we can ask for attribute information and at same time by using the operators below, to investigate the spatiotemporal repository.

We first introduce two temporal operators, which select a snapshot of a VObject and examine if a VObject exists under a certain form at a time t respectively.
- [VObject] at (VObject, VTime)
  (Returns VObject corresponding to VObject at VTime)
- [boolean] exists (VObject, VTime, Table.Name)
  (Check if VObject exists in a certain form at VTime)

We see that the transition from the spatiotemporal to the spatial domain is smooth because a VObject is produced by applying the at operator to its respective VTOjct.

Spatial operators have been extensively researched in the 2D domain [10]. They are also employed here:
- [boolean] equal (VObject, VObject)
  (The two objects consist of the same parts)
- [boolean] disjoint (VObject, VObject)
  (The two objects do not have any common parts)
- [boolean] meet (VObject, VObject)
  (Some parts of the objects meet while the rest disjoint)
- [boolean] in (VObject, VObject)
  (One object is entirely inside the other)
- [boolean] overlap (VObject, VObject)
  (There exist parts that overlap, in and disjoint)

Briefly, the definition of disjoint is given:

\[
\text{Disjoint} (VObject_1, VObject_2) \iff VObject_1 \text{ and } VObject_2 \text{ have no common parts}. \quad (10)
\]

Apart from these conventional predicates virtual worlds offer opportunities for full interaction. In the 3D domain, the user becomes an integral part of the overall setting. With the 2D maps he remains external to the environment whereas in 3D worlds he may navigate in all three dimensions. Moving inside the world, his positioning influences the way he conceptualises the relationships among objects. Figure 3 exemplifies this fact. The two boxes have stable positions. Nevertheless Viewer 1 believes that Box 2 is behind Box 2. On the contrary, Viewer 2 assumes that Box2 is in front of Box 1. A third viewer (viewer 3) thinks that Box 1 is on the left of Box 2.

Figure 3:
Different Viewpoints drive to understanding of different relationships

To capture all these occurrences we introduce the concept of viewpoint:

**Definition**: Viewpoint represents the user’s view as

Viewpoint \{position, orientation, direction\}
where
position is a Cartesian 3D point
orientation is a Cartesian 3D point
direction is a Cartesian 3D point

Viewpoint consists of three 3D points. The first one marks the user’s position, the second his orientation and the third his viewing direction. Viewpoint is employed as an argument to the following Viewpoint dependent operators:

• [true, false, indefinite] infront (VObject, VObject, Viewpoint)
  (The first object is in front of the second one as seen from the viewer in Viewpoint position)
• [true, false, indefinite] behind (VObject, VObject, Viewpoint)
  (The first object is behind the second one as seen from the viewer in Viewpoint position)
• [true, false, indefinite] up (VObject, VObject, Viewpoint)
  (The first object is above the second one as seen from the viewer in Viewpoint position)
• [true, false, indefinite] below (VObject, VObject, Viewpoint)
  (The first object is below the second as seen from the viewer in Viewpoint position)
• [true, false, indefinite] left (VObject, VObject, Viewpoint)
  (The first object is on the left of the second as seen from the viewer in Viewpoint position)
• [true, false, indefinite] right (VObject, VObject, Viewpoint)
  (The first object is on the right of the second seen from the viewer in Viewpoint position)

The indefinite result occurs when non-visible objects are examined. The assumption made here is that the user can only compare objects that are on his visible part of world which is determined by the values of the Viewpoint vectors.

Apart from the viewpoint operators there is a need to cater for relationships independent from the user’s viewpoint. Some 3D objects have a certain directioning specified by the Orientation vector. For example “a glass is on the table” no matter where the viewer is.

The functions addressing this matter are:

• [true, false, indefinite] upon (VObject, VObject)
  (The Orientation vector indicates that the first object is upon the second)
• [true, false, indefinite] beneath (VObject, VObject)
  (The Orientation vector indicates that the first object is beneath the second)

Finally we include a set of spatiotemporal operators examining spatial mutations over a period of time.

• [true, false, indefinite] grow (VObjectType, VTime, VTime)
  (Volume grows within the temporal period)
• [true, false, indefinite] shrink (VObjectType, VTime, VTime)
  (Volume decreases within the temporal period)
• [true, false, indefinite] approach (VObjectType, Viewpoint, VTime, VTime)
  (The distance between the viewer and the object increases within the temporal period)
• [true, false, indefinite] leave (VObject, Viewpoint, VTime, VTime)
  (The distance between the viewer and the object decreases within the temporal period)

The operators listed here describe generic functions. The potential developer may combine them to compose complicated and application specific predicates. For example:

between (VObject1, VObject2, VObject3, Viewpoint):
  (VObject1 is Between VObject2 and VObject3)
infront (VObject1, VObject2, Viewpoint) AND infront
  (VObject1, VObject2, Viewpoint) and infront
  (VObject1, VObject2, Viewpoint)
over (VObject1, VObject2, Viewpoint):
  (VObject1 is Over VObject2 e.g. a glass is Over the table)
Upon (VObject1, VObject2) AND meet (VObject1, VObject2)

3.2 Transformations

The objects selected by the querying procedure have certain spatial and temporal characteristics that are not always compatible with nature of the application. For example the temporal period of concern might be a few centuries or the selected objects may be spread over miles of space. Such incidents forbid objects from being directly presentable (e.g. real-time presentation). Even more, an object can be stored as pattern and be populated in order to appear in multiple instances.

Hence, it is necessary for the objects to go through some processing so as to become suitable for presentation. The operators that apply for the refinement process are:

• scale (VObjectType, timefactor, spacefactor)
  where timefactor and spacefactor are the factors for scaling in time and space respectively
Shrinks or magnifies an object in time and space according to the needs of the application
• rotate (VObjectType, rotatefactor)
  where rotatefactor are the factor for the rotation
Rotates an object in the 3D space.
• clone (VObjectType, instances, spatial_distance, temporal_distance)
where instances is the number of populating instances of VObjectType and spatial_distance temporal_distance, their distance in space and time respectively.
(Populates an object used as a pattern e.g. Fill the room with computers by populating the one designed in VRML.)
• translate (VObject, space_move, time_move) where space_move and time_move is the new position in space and time respectively
  (Moves the object to a desired spatiotemporal position)
• mode (VObject, Viewpoint, click) where viewpoint is the Viewpoint VRML Node associated with the VObject, and click the Hyperlink address to go to when clicking on it.

This is a first step towards interaction with a set of user and application events that is left as future work. Currently mode supports the inclusion of a Viewpoint for the VObject and a TouchSensor that hyperlinks to an Internet address.

4. An Illustrating Example

Suppose we want create a collection of 3D presentations with the life in UMIST demonstrating the evolution of the campus and the actions of staff and students. Apparently a number of 3D objects will be common in some of them. At the same time, we wish to select the participating objects by graphical and other attribute criteria. The database schema employed is shown in fig. 4. It contains the names of the tables only as their fields are trivial in this case. We observe the segregation of non-spatial and spatial data, which are linked via the index table entries (fig.5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>c.id</th>
<th>id</th>
<th>Table</th>
<th>KeyField</th>
<th>VTime</th>
<th>TTime</th>
<th>Gran</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
<td>University</td>
<td>UMIST</td>
<td>01/01/1900</td>
<td>30/04/98</td>
<td>Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Department Computation</td>
<td>31/12/1970</td>
<td>30/04/98</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Department EE&amp;E</td>
<td>15/07/1990</td>
<td>30/04/98</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Building MSS</td>
<td>22/11/1968</td>
<td>30/04/98</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Building MB</td>
<td>31/03/1902</td>
<td>30/04/98</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Room M3</td>
<td>15/04/1968</td>
<td>30/04/98</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Room M13</td>
<td>15/05/1968</td>
<td>30/04/98</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Computer P1</td>
<td>30/04/98</td>
<td>30/04/98</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Computer P1</td>
<td>30/04/98</td>
<td>30/04/98</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lab H13</td>
<td>31/05/1968</td>
<td>30/04/98</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>Computer P2</td>
<td>12/12/1997</td>
<td>30/04/98</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yard Union sq.</td>
<td>01/10/1920</td>
<td>30/04/98</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Snow S1</td>
<td>30/04/98</td>
<td>30/04/98</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Car SBU995X</td>
<td>31/10/1981</td>
<td>30/04/98</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Car CUE BALL</td>
<td>22/02/1992</td>
<td>30/04/98</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>Door D1</td>
<td>01/01/1995</td>
<td>30/04/98</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Door D2</td>
<td>01/10/1995</td>
<td>30/04/98</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 A Winter Day at UMIST:

To illustrate the applicability of the model and the operators presented in the two previous sections, we are going to compose two 3D presentations following the three-step approach of fig.1.

The first one is to show the UMIST campus during a winter day when the snow is falling and the campus has winter colours:

A1. Collect the UMIST description for 19/02/98:
Search the Index table and return all the children of UMIST for 19/02/98.

A2. Collect additional background Objects:
Search for Snow with density 12.

B1. Specify Building Viewpoint
Add Viewpoint infront of every Building

B2. Specify Building contents appearance
Add Hyperlink to the retrieved Lab object.
Add one Viewpoint for each Room and Lab.

B3. Transform the only Snow Object:
Repeat it 1000 times with spacing 10cm for each instance (spatial repetition)
Scale it so as to have speed 10m/sec (temporal scaling)
Repeat it for ever (temporal repetition)

B4. Transform the Yard Object:
Set its colour to white.

C1. Map these objects to VRML Code and present it

4.2 Professor Brown’s Biography

This to create the biography of Professor Brown. It assumes that besides the VRML browser there is a second window for displaying non-graphical information.

A1. Collect all attribute information about Brown
A2. Collect all Room and Lab objects related to Brown
A3. Collect the contents for each Room
A4. Collect the large items of each Lab object

B1. Specify the tabular Window
B2. Specify Lab and Room
B3. Set the limits of this presentation
Scale the duration to 2:00.

C1. Map these objects to VRML Code and present it

5. Related Work

The necessity for the persistent storage of VRML Objects has been acknowledged by VAG [6], the governing body for VRML, which established the Database Working Group [7]. Oracle have submitted a proposal with Java mappings to persistence [8]. Another approach linking VRML code to Databases is described in [9] where the source code (text) for the VRML Objects is stored and used for the construction of Virtual Worlds through non-graphical criteria only. The customisation of 3D Objects is a facility offered by most of the graphical editors. The visual characteristics of an object can be adjusted by applying operators as the ones of section 3.2 [16][17].

In the spatiotemporal databases domain, researchers are intergrating spatial and temporal concepts [14]. Worboys introduces the ST-simplex, a spatiotemporal structure that supports 3D space and 2D time [11]. Moving points and regions [12] is another spatiotemporal structure that conceptualises lines as points evolving over time. De Cambray employs behavioural functions to link two explicitly known states of 3D objects [13] thus maintaining continuous knowledge about object status. Hamre [15] uses a four-dimensional structure to model points in the 3D space and time field.

6. Conclusions

We introduced a method that assists the composition of 3D presentations by (re)using objects queried from a database repository. The object selection is delivered by applying a set of spatial, temporal and spatiotemporal operators to the 3D Spatiotemporal Objects. To make full use of the special characteristics of the 3D domain we employed the user’s viewpoint as a query argument. The objects retrieved are refined and finally produce a source file in VRML’97 format. This way the presentation becomes accessible through Internet browsers.

The proposed technique not only accelerates the composition procedure but also ensures that the participating objects fulfil the developer’s graphical and non-graphical criteria. Future work involves the specification of an event model. Events generated by the user and the application will be captured and trigger further actions inside the 3D environment.
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